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In a forgotten time, when magic could move mountains, the Kingdom of Caladale was home to 
people of all kinds, living in castles of unimaginable beauty. Yet on one fateful night, an ancient 
spell of great power was cast by one unable to control it. By daybreak all of the castles were 

destroyed - their walls and towers torn apart, twisted together and scattered across the land.

The people of Caladale must now rebuild, competing for walls and towers from the broken and 
twisted remains of each other’s homes to rebuild their castles and reclaim the glory of Caladale!

OVERVIEW

Players compete to gain castle tiles and use those tiles to build their own castle. Scoring 
is based on each castle’s size (number of tiles) and completeness (negative points 
for unfinished edges). With 80 unique tiles, there will never be two castles alike!

There are many ways to enjoy the game . . .

STANDARD (pages 3-7)
This is the core game and the best place to start. Players take turns choosing castle tiles and use 
those tiles to build, modify, and rebuild their own castle continuously throughout the game.

SPEED (pages 8-9)
A fast and exciting version with the same construction rules. All tiles are distributed evenly 
at the start and players build simultaneously competing to be the first and best.

SOLITAIRE (page 9)
Enjoy the challenging puzzle of building the largest complete castle you can!

FREE-PLAY
No rules! Just have fun with your family and friends building magical castles with a lot of unique and 
beautifully illustrated tiles. For example, try to build a huge castle using all of the tiles (except the Wild 
tiles) with a few simple rule modifications: all four gates must go on the bottom row, and you can use 
two grass strips. We have not been able to use every single tile and make the castle complete. Our 
record for largest complete castle is all tiles used except two! Can it even be done with all of the tiles?

IMPORTANT!: In all games, you can and should build and modify your castle throughout 
the game whether it is your turn or not. Castle construction is reversible – you can 
move tiles around that have already been placed. As you gain experience, patterns 
will emerge and you will find yourself making fewer changes to your Castle.

80 Castle Tiles
 • 54 Standard Tiles in 3 Themes (18 per theme)

  · Wizard’s Stone Castle
  · Fairies’ Tree Castle
  · Gnomes’ Tudor Manor
 • 4 Gate Tiles (1 per player) 
 • 18 Enchanted Tiles (6 per theme-pair)
 • 4 Wild Tiles (1 per player)

1 Supply Board /Score Track 

4 Character Figures/Score Markers 
 • Wizard, Wizard’s Apprentice,  
   Gnome, and Fairy (1 per player) 

4 Grass Strips (1 per player)

1 30-Second Sand Timer
 (Speed Variant Only)

“The Legend of Caladale” (page 11)
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 For more information about Castle Tiles see page 10.
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Find the 4 double-sided Gate tiles and give 1 to each player. For 2-3 players 
use the “single-theme” sides. For 4 players use “mixed- theme” sides and the 
Apprentice Gate tile. For 2 and 3 player games, do not use the “Apprentice Gate 
Tile”. Players may chose their own Gate tiles. Return unused Gate tiles to the box.

Find the 4 Wild tiles and 4 Grass strips and give 1 of each to each player. 
Place your Grass strip directly in front of yourself, near the edge of the table 
(you will build your Castle on this “ground”). Place your Gate tile anywhere 
on your Grass strip (you can always move it later). Leave your Wild tile off 
to the side. Return unused Wild tiles and Grass strips to the box.

For 2-player games, remove the 24 tiles marked with the brown 
plus symbol on the back and place them back in the box.
Note: 2-player games may be played with all tiles, but the castles get 
to be quite big and can be overwhelming for first-time players.

Place the Supply Board on the table. Shuffle the remaining tiles and set them 
up as shown: 9 tiles face up, the rest forming 2 or 3 face down stacks.

Set the Score Markers aside for now. Select a random 1st player and begin!

Each player builds their own castle, drawing one tile at a time from the supply on their turn, while 
building and rearranging their own castles throughout the game. Scoring is based on each castle’s 
size (# of tiles) and completeness (negative points for unfinished edges). See page 7 for scoring.

There are three different themes: the Wizard’s Stone Castle, the Gnomes’ Tudor Manor, and the 
Fairies’ Tree. Each tile will have 1 or 2 themes and each edge of each tile shows either a castle 
theme or blue sky. Match edges of tiles as you build your own castle. Use the Wild tile if necessary 
to close off any Castle theme. It helps to “complete” a Castle, but you lose 1 point for using it. 
You are not required to use your Wild Tile. See pages 5-6 for Castle Construction rules.

TURN-BASED DRAWING OF NEW TILES
Starting with the 1st Player and proceeding clockwise each player:
 
  Must draw 1 tile from the Supply choosing either one of the 9 face up tiles or a random tile 
  from the face down stacks. When a face up tile is drawn from the Supply board, replenish the  
 Supply board with a tile from one of the stacks. 

  Choose to either: 
 Keep the tile face up for using in the Castle. Note you do not have to build it in  
 immediately, but the decision to keep it face up is permanent.

OR
Flip it face down for a +1 bonus point. This action should be used sparingly and only towards 
the end of the game, when you feel you can no longer add tiles to your Castle (a tile in your Castle 
is worth 2 points). A “flipped” (face down) tile cannot be unflipped.

Play proceeds clockwise until all tiles are drawn from the Supply board and face down stacks. 
Each player will have an equal number of tiles at the end of the game (see Game End below).

SIMULTANEOUS AND REVERSIBLE CASTLE CONSTRUCTION
While drawing new tiles is turn-based, players will build their own Castles simultaneously 
throughout the game. Construction is also reversible meaning tiles you own may be rearranged 
throughout the game. We suggest you start building right away as you gather tiles on your turn. 
This will help guide you in selecting new tiles. See pages 5-6 for Castle Construction rules. 

GAME END
The game ends when all tiles have been drawn (each player will have the same quantity 
of tiles). Allow a reasonable window of time for players to finish constructing their Castles; 
however, feel free to use the included 30-second sand-timer to force slower players to finish!

Flip the Supply board over to the Scoring Track and score each Castle (see page 7).
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Grass Strip: 1 to each player.
Represents (and limits) the 

ground your Castle can sit on!
Wild Tile: 1 to each player

Helps you finish your Castle, 
but with a -1 penalty.

Gate Tiles: 1 to each player. 
Defines your identity.

Wizard Gate 
tile FRONT.

“Single-theme” 

Wizard Gate 
tile BACK. 

“Mixed-theme”

All of the tiles in the middle, 9 face up plus 
the “blind” stacks, form the “Supply”.

STANDARD  
GAMEPLAY

STANDARD  
GAME SETUP

2

1
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Example Tower Top tiles, only 
1 orientation allowed . . .

. . . not to be confused with Edge tiles 
in which ALL orientations are allowed.

CASTLE  
CONSTRUCTION RULES

B1

B2

F1

F2

F3

Valid bottom row!

Examples of valid and  
invalid bottom rows.

This castle is built properly and 
has a score of 51 (assuming no 
tiles are left in the player’s hand).

Not valid! Unsupported tile.

Valid bottom row!

Not valid! Incomplete “Bridge”.

F3

F

B2

B2

F1

B2

F2

F2

F1

G GF2

F3

Castle construction is simultaneous and reversible - No need to wait for your turn to 
build and you can move tiles and rebuild your castle throughout the game at any time.

All tiles may be placed in any orientation with 2 exceptions:

 The Gate tiles can only be placed upright and  
 must sit on the Grass strip.

 The Tower Top tiles can only be placed upright.  
 Tower Top tiles have a “+ Flag”.

Adjacent tile sides must match. Castle-themes must 
match adjacent Castle-themes. Sky must be adjacent 
to sky. Wild tiles can connect to any castle theme.

The Castle must be a single connected structure  
(not completely separate Castles separated by Sky)

All tiles in the bottom row with bottom edges that are 
Castle (not sky) must sit directly on the Grass strip.

All tiles must be supported along the length of their 
BOTTOM edge with THREE EXCEPTIONS:

Two-Sided tiles can “hang” off from  
the left or right sides of other tiles.

Single-Sided Edge tiles can “hang” from the sides 
of other tiles and even hang upside-down.

A single tile may form a single “bridge” meaning 
it is not supported along its bottom edge but 
is supported on both sides (left and right) 
by tiles that are fully supported along their 
own bottom edges (see red highlight).

The only tiles that can overhang the Grass strip  
must have sky on the bottom. The Grass strip is  
4 tiles wide but does not have to be fully covered.
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Shuffle the remaining tiles and place 8 or 9 (depending on player-count) 
random tiles face up on the Supply Board. Make equal stacks of the 
remaining tiles, 1 stack per player, and distribute the stacks face down. 
The distribution of tiles will look like this:

Note: If playing with all of the tiles in a 2-player game, use 32 cards face down per player.

Set the Score markers aside for now. Place the sand timer and Supply 
Board within easy reach of all players. You are ready to begin!

EXAMPLE 2-PLAYER SPEED GAME SETUP

3

4

SCORING 
(FOR ALL VARIANTS)

The player with the highest 
score wins! See the Score 

Track for tie-breakers.

Note: For 2 or 3-player 
games, the player using the 
Wizard’s Stone Gate may 
choose to use either the 
Wizard marker or Wizard’s 
Apprentice marker.

3 Tower Top Tiles (+3 Pts.)

Supply board with 8 random face-up tiles.

1 Flipped Tile (+1 Pt.)

1 Unused Tile (0 Pts.)
1 Wild Tile (-1 Pt.)

2 Exposed Tile Edges (2 x -2 Pts.)

Flip the Supply Board over to reveal the Score Track.  
Use the Scoring Markers (1 per player) to facilitate scoring.

Wizard Wizard’s 
Apprentice

Fairy Gnome

DEALING WITH MISTAKES AND ILLEGAL TILE PLACEMENTS  
FOR STANDARD AND SPEED GAMES

In the Standard game, especially for beginners, we recommend players point out each other’s construction mistakes 
during the game (i.e: if a tile is not supported properly). In the Speed game, if time is up, that player is forced to “dissolve” 
the illegal section of Castle and anything the illegal tiles are supporting. Keep in mind, this will almost surely make that 
player lose the game. For family-friendly play, consider allowing the player to make the minimum number of changes  
to fix the problem.

SCORING BREAKDOWN
Points

 2 Per Tile in Castle, Except Wild Tiles
 +2 For a Complete Castle (sky all the way around)
 +1 Extra point per Tower Top Tile in Castle 
  (look for the “+ flag”) 
 +1 Per Flipped Tile
 + 1  For Flipped Sand Timer (Speed Variant ONLY)
 -2 Per Exposed Castle Edge (not sky)
 -1  If Wild Tile is Used in Castle

 # of Players # of Tiles Face Up on the Supply Board # of Tiles Face Down per Player

 2 8 20
 3 9 21
 4 8 16

Example Score for Castle Shown  Points Earned

22 Tiles in Castle (not Wild)  44
Not a Complete Castle 0
3 Tower Tops! 3
1 “Flipped” Tile 1
No Points, Speed Variant Only  0
2 Exposed Tile Edges -4
Wild Tile is Used in Castle  -1

Total!  43
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Follow steps        ,        , and         of the Standard Game Setup as listed on page 3.

SPEED VARIANT SETUP

1 2

5
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SPEED VARIANT 
GAMEPLAY

SOLO VARIANTS

ONE PLAYER SAYS “GO”  
AND ALL PLAYERS FLIP OVER THEIR TILES AND BEGIN BUILDING!

• At any point in the game, players can Exchange one of their own tiles with a tile in the Supply. 
Players may Exchange tiles as often as they want, there is no limit. Players must always have 
the same number of tiles as when they started and the number of tiles in the Supply will remain 
unchanged throughout the game.

• There is no “flipping” of tiles allowed; all tiles must remain face up.
• Follow the same Castle Construction Rules as in the Standard game (see pages 5-6). 

  GAME END
At any point, one player may flip over the sand timer (announcing he did so). That player must stop all 
game-play but gets 1 Bonus point. The remaining players have 30 seconds to finish the game! They 
may continue Exchanging tiles and build as normal until time runs out.
Flip the Supply Board over to the Scoring Track and score each Castle (see page 7).

SOLO GAME 1 
SETUP: Start with any Gate tile of your choice and use either side, placing it above and connected to 
your Grass Strip. Place a Wild tile nearby. Put the remaining Grass Strips, Gate tiles, and Wild tiles back 
in the box. Set up the Supply as you do in the Standard game (9 face up, the rest stacked face down).

PLAY: Take a face up tile from the Supply and place it, connecting to your Gate tile. Add a new face 
up tile to the Supply board from the face-down stacks. Unlike the other game variants, once you place 
a tile in your castle you cannot move or rotate the tile. Also, unlike other variants, you cannot choose 
a tile from the face down stacks, nor can you choose to flip a tile over (for the +1 bonus). Continue 
drawing tiles and placing them until you can no longer draw a tile that can be added to your Castle 
or you choose to end the game. You may not place an unsupported tile. You may slide the Grass 
Strip left or right to reposition it under different tiles at any time. Score your castle as you would in the 
Standard game; however, there will be no bonuses for face down tiles.

SOLO GAME 2 
Other solo variants include playing your own Speed-style game (with or without timing yourself). Place 
9 random tiles face up in the Supply and take 25 random tiles for yourself. Place all remaining tiles back 
in the box. Build the best possible Castle with the tiles you have using the following rule modifications: 
no +1 bonus for flipping tiles, and you must reduce your score by 1 point whenever you make an 
Exchange with the Supply. Otherwise, score normally, striving to beat your previous best score.

TILE REFERENCE

Wizard’s 
Stone Castle

Wizard’s Stone Castle Fairies’ 
Tree Castle

Three-Sided 
(x3)

(2 players: x2)

Enchanted B
(x1)

Four-Sided 
(x3)

(2 players: x2)

Enchanted A 
(x2)

(2 players: x1)

Fairies’
Tree Castle

Two-Sided 
(x3)

(2 players: x2)

Enchanted C 
(x1)

Gnomes’ 
Tudor Manor

Gnomes’ 
Tudor Manor

Edge 
(x3)

(2 players: x2)

Enchanted  
MidTower/Bridge (x2)

(2 players: x1)

MidTower/
Bridge 

(x1)

Apprentice Gate Tile
(For use with 4 Players only)

GATE TILES (x1) 
• Start Tile
• 1 Orientation

TOWER TOPS (x5)
(2 players: x3)
• 1 Orientation (can only 

be placed upright)
• +1 Bonus Point
• “+” Symbol on a Flag 

to Distinguish Them

OTHER TILE TYPES 
Wizard’s Stone Castle  
shown here
• ALL Orientations 

Allowed

6 ENCHANTED TILES
PER CASTLE-PAIR
Wizard to Fairy  
shown here
• ALL Orientations 

Allowed

4 WILD TILES TOTAL
• ALL Orientations Allowed
• Helpful in Closing Castles
• -1 Point if Used
• Can Connect to Any Castle Theme
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THE LEGEND
OF CALADALE

In the years to come they would call it the Day  
of the Great Storm.
But it started like any other day for Robbie - up at 6 

o’clock, a simple breakfast for himself and his master, then 
on to the morning chores, all before lessons would begin. 
This morning he was high in the castle’s clock tower, with 
a warm wind whistling through the open windows, while 
he pulled vines out of the crumbling walls. The vines were 
his enemy and the castle was his prison. Well, not true 
exactly. He had a pretty good life all told, in fact he had a 
great life compared to most boys his age. He was a wizard’s 
apprentice and a good one at that, and old Atticus was a 
kind teacher, yet strict. When Robbie wasn’t learning magic 
he was usually doing chores. “The castle can’t care for itself 
you know,” Atticus would say. “But it could if we enchanted 
it!” Robbie would retort. Atticus would just shake his head, 
“One day you will understand the great importance of using 
your powers only when you need them, when there are no 
other options. We have hands to pull vines and set stones. 
We have no need to enchant this castle.” And so it was. 
Day after day, between lessons and practice, he fought the 
castle – pulling vines, patching walls, and setting stone.

He took a break, resting his chin on his folded arms as 
he leaned on a stone window sill and looked across the land. 
It was a wonderfully warm day in the Kingdom of Caladale 
and he could see many of the other castles that dotted the 
countryside. Their nearest neighbors were the gnomes who 
had built their castle in a half-timber style, with white plaster 
walls and exotic dark red wooden beams. Farther away, he 
could make out the fairies’ home - a tree, a massive tree, with 
stairs and tunnels deep within the trunk and branches and 
red-tiled peaked roofs in the tops of the branches. A strong 
gust of wind roared through the window pushing him back 
and practically lifting him off his feet and bringing him out of 
his trance. “Well, back to work,” he sighed. He looked around 
and wondered what the castle was like when it was first built; 
it must have been a sight to see. He set back to work, his 
spirits were uplifted with a sudden sense of pride in this castle 
he called home. He spotted a particularly thick vine coming 

up between two of the flat stones that made up the floor. He 
grasped the vine and pulled up as hard as he could. It broke 
free and along with it a corner of one of the stones broke off, 
creating a hole in the floor. He 
peered down the dark hole, 
surprised to see a hollow 
cavity beneath the stone. 
There was something 
else down there too. 
Reaching through the 
small hole he grabbed 
the edge of one of 
the flat stones and 
wrestled it up and 

over, making 
a bigger gap in the 
floor. Reaching down, he wrapped 
his hand around the object that he had 
thought he had seen – a book, a very old book. He 
pulled it up and out setting it down on the floor beside him. 
He wiped the heavy dust off the old leather-bound cover 
with the palm of his hand and traced a finger along the large 
embossed letters: Magic for the Masters. He gently lifted 
the leather cover open and the old binding cracked and 
gave way, and as if on cue, the wind struck violently again 
and the pages of the book fluttered past as the wind riffled 
through the book. As quickly as it had begun the wind died 

and the book lay spread open and silent. At that moment a 
cloud passed overhead, partially blocking the sunlight and 
painting the walls in a strange darkness. Robbie leaned down 
closer to see in the dark and read the top of the page.

It read simply Harnessing the Wind.

THE STORM
“Now Robbie, can you please explain to me what we 

are doing up here at this time of night?” growled Atoll, the 
old dragon. As they soared through the night-clouds, Robbie 
was working the magic spell in his mind, making sure he 
remembered every piece of it.

“I told you, Atoll”, Robbie said, “I’m working through some 
spells that Atticus wants me to practice.”

“Then why did we sneak past his open window?” the 
dragon snapped.

Nearly a week had passed since Robbie had found the old 
spell book. He had looked through most of it with great interest, 
but one spell, Harnessing the Wind, kept tugging at him. The 
words on the page came to focus in his mind.

Harnessing the Wind is a spell of immense power. 
Great care must be taken by those who seek to 
bend the forces of the wind to their will.

They were circling high over the towers of their castle. It 
was a beautiful night with a warm, gusting wind. The moon 
was full, and the sky was clear except for a few dark clouds 
in the distance. Robbie took a deep breath of the night air . . 
. and began. He spoke softly as he recited the words he had 
memorized. The wind began to blow harder and as Robbie 
gripped Atoll’s harness with one hand, he moved his wand 
through the air with his other. The spell began to take root and 
thin white wisps of smoke formed and swirled about his wand. 
His mind directed the small smoke-wisps of energy over the 
outer walls of the castle. When one found a vine, it wrapped 
itself around the vine and pulled it out from the wall. When one 
found a crack, it swept into the crack and solidified into a pale 
mortar. When one found a missing stone, it beckoned more of 

them over, the swirling filaments of smoke coalescing to fill the 
open gap and slowly solidifying into hard stone. The spell was 
working! For a small measure of time, Robbie was happy. He 
was harnessing the wind to repair the castle, his home. As he 
worked the magic, a large pool of swirling white smoke was 
forming overhead. While smaller wisps of white continued to 
emanate from his wand, larger blankets of thick smoke were 
forming in this energy-well above and swarming around the 
castle, performing incredible feats as they lifted whole blocks 
of stone back up and into place. With Robbie so focused 
on casting his spell, and Atoll busy staying aloft through the 
buffeting wind, neither one noticed the distant dark clouds. 
They had grown, and they were moving closer at a rapid 
speed. Atoll landed on a pinnacle of stone nearby the castle to 
catch his breath. Looking up, he saw the dark clouds.

“Robbie,” the dragon said, “I think it is time to release  
the spell.”

“Not yet,” Robbie replied, “there is more to . . .” and his 
voice trailed off as he saw the dark clouds racing towards 
them. “Yes . . . perhaps you are right” Robbie replied with a hint 
of nervousness in his voice. He stared at the black clouds and 
began to recall the passage that had been nagging him ever 
since discovering the spell.

The wind is more than just hot and cold air. It is the world’s 
life and breath, and with it comes all that makes up the 
world, both good and evil, order and chaos. The balance of 
these things can be easily disrupted, if given the chance.

As the black roiling storm clouds raced towards them, 
suddenly Robbie understood. He had given the wind its chance 
for freedom. None of this power was truly his, the wind was 
simply doing what it chose, which for now, aligned with his 
wishes. Robbie immediately began the last passage of the 
spell, recalling the closing words. These words would end the 
spell and send the power of the wind back to nature, where 
it belonged. As he spoke, the smoke-filled energy well above 
began to shrink and the white wisps of wind, tugging at the 
vines, let go their grips and traced back up through the clouds, 

DISCOVERY
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whirling around the well and falling back into it. But the black 
storm clouds raced on and the lead cloud began stretching 
out - a thin black stain reaching out towards the well. It touched 
the edges of the spinning white smoke and black ink swirled in 
towards the center. To Robbie’s horror the blackened energy 
well was growing again, fed by the black storm clouds now 
flowing into its center. The dark mass spun and grew and black 
tendrils spit out of its center and began to attack the castle. 
Robbie watched as the black snakes of smoke and dust began 
scratching at the mortar and tearing down the banners. An 
unknowing witness might only see the beginnings of a powerful 
storm, but Robbie could see the magic, deep at work, and out 
of his control. It was ripping blocks of stone out now, and the 
central tower could be seen swaying and cracking at its base. 
Atoll roared as only a dragon can, sounding the alarm, and 
Atticus the wizard appeared at the top of his tower an instant 
later, spotting Robbie astride Atoll and somehow understanding 
immediately what was happening. “Warn the others!” Atticus 
bellowed over the howling wind. “Go, quickly, get everyone 
out of their homes!” Then he disappeared as quickly as he 
had arrived, and Robbie could only hope Atticus had a plan to 

contain the dreadful spell.
Atoll wheeled about and began flying towards the 

neighboring castles. Robbie looked to the dark skies, seeing 
that the black spikes of wind were already racing towards 
the nearby castles. Atoll saw it too and pushed hard through 
the air, flying faster than he had in half a century. Just as they 
arrived at the gnomes’ great manor, the wind arrived too, and 
the devastation began to unfold. Atoll let out another great roar 
of warning and Robbie used a bit of magic to project his voice 
to warn the gnomes to evacuate their home.

“What is happening?” cried one of the gnomes from  
down below.

“Get everyone out! There is no time to explain!” Robbie 
called. “We are off to warn the others!”

And with that Atoll banked and launched himself towards 
the fairies’ tree, desperately racing the black Wind. By the time 
they arrived, the great tree was thrashing about in the wind, 
and branches small and large were cracking and shearing off 
the main trunk. The fairies were flying out and away from the 
tree, buffeted by the gusts of wind, but at least safe from their 
fracturing home. Robbie looked on with such fear and remorse 
wishing he could take back what he had started. He wondered 
what Atticus could do against such force and as he turned to 
glance back towards his castle, something caught his eye - a 
large fairy home swinging wildly in the wind with several fairies 
desperately trying to grab hold of it. He looked more closely 
and saw movement in the home through the window. At that 
moment, the Fairy Queen Caleal flew up to Robbie and Atoll.

“Robbie you must help! Down there, the nursery! There is 
no time, we cannot get them all out!” she cried.

Atoll immediately flew down, getting closer to the tree, but 
the branches were whipping about forcing him away.

“Get us directly over the tree!” Robbie shouted over the 
storm.

“It is too far for you Robbie,” Atoll yelled back but he did as 
he was asked.

Without waiting for the great dragon to even slow down, 
Robbie leapt from his back, crashing through the frenzied mass 
of leaves and branches and landing hard onto a thick branch. 
His feet slipped out from him almost immediately and as he 

fell he wrapped his arms around the branch, catching his fall. 
The winds were lashing out their destruction but he scanned 
the area looking for the fairies’ large nursery - home to dozens 
of the youngest fairies. He spotted the hanging home swaying 
and spinning in the wind, and started crawling his way towards 
it. Overhead he heard Atoll roaring at him to climb down and 
jump free from the tree but Robbie ignored him. With branches 
and dust and leaves whipping at his face, he pulled himself 
along the branch which at this point was swaying violently in 
the wind.

As he neared the home he saw Trak, one of the faster and 
stronger of the fairies, manage to lift two little ones out from the 
open window and fly them away to relative safety. Yet looking 
through the window Robbie was sure there were still at least 
a dozen young fairies still trapped. Then, without warning, he 
was out of time. With an ear-splitting crack, the main trunk split 
and Robbie’s half of the tree was falling slowly away from the 
other half - the one supporting the fairy nursery. He jumped and 
as he fell he ripped the small hanging home off of its branch, 
wrapping his arms around the delicate structure. As he went 
crashing and tumbling through the lower branches of the tree 
he rotated his body to protect the precious cargo from impact. 
A sense of clarity came over him and he remembered a simple 
spell that Atticus had drilled into him - a protection from falling. 
With only seconds before impact, he 
spoke the words – perhaps too 
late. He hit the ground hard, 
on his back. Stunned, 
he lay looking up into 
the sky and could 
see most of the 
tree was 

now airborne, swirling above with other pieces of other castles, 
some crashing into each other and combining in fantastical 
ways. A tear rolled down his cheek, and he began to lose 
consciousness from the fall. Then a glimmer of hope greeted 
him. He heard a tiny chorus of cheers from within the folds of 
his robe – the young fairies had survived! As Robbie’s eyes 
began to close, he swore he saw a bright purple light off in the 
distance, hanging up above near where his castle used to be. 
It seemed the black clouds and spikes of smoke were getting 
pulled back, pulled up into the purple light and vanishing the 
moment they reached it.

Perhaps Atticus was at work.

REBUILD
It was quiet, so very quiet. Where was the wind? Robbie 

thought. He was afraid to open his eyes. He had no idea what 
to expect. The events of last night were slowly forming in his 
mind. Had it all been a dream? Someone cleared his throat. 
No, not a dream. He opened his eyes and shut them quickly 
again – he was outside, and the sun was shining brightly. 
Someone cleared his throat again, impatiently. He blinked 
his eyes open. Squinting, he saw Atticus sitting next to the 
bunk Robbie lay in, scowling down at him. They were outside, 
Robbie lay in a makeshift bed and Atticus was perched on an 
old wooden stool. Atoll sat hunched behind Atticus, peering his 
dragon-head over Atticus’s shoulder.

“We were worried about you Robbie,” Atoll offered, 
seemingly trying to take the edge off of whatever Atticus was 
prepared to say.

Robbie sat up, on the edge of his cot. His head hurt, but 
otherwise he seemed fine. “How bad is it, sir?” Robbie asked 
Atticus. “What have I done?”

Atticus thought for a moment, studying his young 
apprentice. Robbie looked back at him; there was a mix of 
pride, anger, and awe reflected in those eyes. Robbie did not 
understand.

Atticus began, “I have been preparing myself for this day 
Robbie, for a very long time. Did you see the violet-colored 
cloud in the sky last night? It took me a decade of studying 
and practice to wield that magic last night to contain the power 
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you unleashed. You see, long ago 
a prophecy was told that a great 
wizard wielding terrible magic would 
tear down the castles of the kingdom 
and rule over the land for decades 
to come. I have lived in fear of this 
day and have spent much of my life 
preparing to battle this fierce and 
deadly foe.”

Robbie’s eyes widened, somehow worried that he was 
now Atticus’s enemy!

Atticus smiled and softened a bit. “To be clear Robbie, 
some of this may be my fault. You see, once I learned that 
my great castle would be destroyed, I put little effort into 
maintaining it, and so the weeds grew and the stone crumbled 
while I worked to teach you and prepare myself. And now, to 
realize that the castles were destroyed in an effort to fix the very 
castle I ignored! Alas, it is a tough lesson indeed. Prophecies! 
They are more trouble than they are worth! No matter, what is 
done is done and while your actions were reckless and foolish, 
your intentions were good. Somehow I believe you were meant 
to find that book, and for all of us to learn through this event 
that great power can both heal and corrupt. It is said that a 
great crisis can bring people closer and make them stronger 
together. Perhaps someday we will be confronted with an even 
greater challenge and through you, we will all now be better 
prepared for that moment.”

“Worse than this? Do you really think so?” said Robbie.
“I cannot know for certain,” Atticus said. “But I do know 

that you demonstrated a kindness and bravery fit for a leader in 
a moment of crisis, and your natural talent with even the most 
difficult of spells is more than I had thought possible. While I do 
not know if this prophecy will be fully realized, I can say that you 
would indeed make a fine steward of this land, in time and with 
the right training.” 

Robbie sat pondering all of this, but it was really too much 
to take in at the moment. He looked around and saw huge 
pieces of all the castles scattered across the land, many of the 
pieces were twisted together, forming strange and somehow 
beautiful composites of the many castles. People and fairies 

and gnomes were hard at work rebuilding their homes. Robbie 
was suddenly desperate to help. He looked back at Atticus.

“In time, Robbie, you will need to tell them all what 
happened, and they may forgive you. But for now, are you well 
enough to work?” Atticus asked.

Robbie stood up, “Yes, sir,” he replied.
“Excellent, for we certainly have a lot of work to do. You 

and I and Atoll have a big day ahead of us. With our combined 
magic and Atoll’s great strength, we must help everyone, 
including ourselves, to rebuild the most beautiful castles in all 
the land and restore the majesty of Caladale!”
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